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A dispersion model validation study is presented for atmospheric releases of dense-phase carbon dioxide
(CO2). Predictions from an integral model and two different Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) models
are compared to data from ﬁeld-scale experiments conducted by INERIS, as part of the EU-funded
CO2PipeHaz project.
The experiments studied consist of a 2 m3 vessel ﬁtted with a short pipe, from which CO2 was discharged into the atmosphere through either a 6 mm or 25 mm diameter oriﬁce. Comparisons are made to
measured temperatures and concentrations in the multi-phase CO2 jets.
The integral dispersion model tested is DNV Phast and the two CFD models are ANSYS-CFX and a
research and development version of FLACS, both of which adopt a Lagrangian particle-tracking approach
to simulate the sublimating solid CO2 particles in the jet. Source conditions for the CFD models are taken
from a sophisticated near-ﬁeld CFD model developed by the University of Leeds that simulates the multiphase, compressible ﬂow in the expansion region of the CO2 jet, close to the oriﬁce.
Overall, the predicted concentrations from the various models are found to be in reasonable agreement with the measurements, but generally in poorer agreement than has been reported previously for
similar dispersion models in other dense-phase CO2 release experiments. The ANSYS-CFX model is
shown to be sensitive to the way in which the source conditions are prescribed, while FLACS shows some
sensitivity to the solid CO2 particle size. Difﬁculties in interpreting the results from one of the tests,
which featured some time-varying phenomena, are also discussed.
The study provides useful insight into the coupling of near- and far-ﬁeld dispersion models, and the
strengths and weaknesses of different modelling approaches. These ﬁndings contribute to the assessment of potential hazards presented by Carbon Capture and Storage (CCS) infrastructure.
Crown Copyright © 2014 Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-SA
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/).
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1. Introduction
The introduction of CCS will result in CO2 being produced and
transported in much greater quantities than it is today. It has been
estimated that in order to generate 1 GW of electrical power from a
coal-ﬁred power station ﬁtted with CCS will require around
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30,000 tonnes/day of CO2 to be captured and sequestered into longterm storage facilities (Harper, 2011).
To transport CO2 from emitters, such as power stations, to
sequestration sites, it is likely that pipelines will be used that will
operate with the CO2 in a dense-phase state, as either a supercritical ﬂuid or liquid, i.e. at a pressure higher than 74 barg, and a
temperature above or below its critical temperature of 31  C. As
part of the design and risk assessment process for CCS infrastructure, an understanding is required of the consequences of an
intentional or accidental release of dense-phase CO2.
When dense-phase CO2 is discharged into the atmosphere, it is
transformed into a mixture of gaseous and solid CO2 (dry ice) at
ambient temperature and pressure. The drop in pressure from the
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operating conditions to atmospheric pressure is also accompanied
by signiﬁcant cooling, since CO2 has a high JouleeThomson effect.
For CO2 at saturation conditions of 300 K and 67 bar, the JouleeThomson coefﬁcient is approximately 0.9 K/bar (Perry, 2007). In
comparison, for nitrogen at a similar temperature and pressure, the
JouleeThomson coefﬁcient is slightly negative at around 0.01 K/
bar. The positive coefﬁcient value for CO2 indicates a reduction in
temperature with pressure, whereas the small negative value for
nitrogen indicates a slight increase in temperature with falling
pressure.
This unusual release behaviour of CO2 presents a number of
challenges for dispersion models that are used to predict the extent
of the toxic cloud. This paper provides a review of the recent
research in this area, followed by a description of the experiments,
modelling and results of the validation exercise that was conducted
as part of the EU-funded CO2 PipeHaz project.1
2. Review of related research
Over the last decade, there have been a number of major
research projects directed towards understanding the new safety
issues presented by industrial-scale CCS. Perhaps the earliest study
looking speciﬁcally at validation of dense-phase CO2 dispersion
models was undertaken in support of BP's Decarbonised Fuels 1
(DF1) project, in which it was planned to capture CO2 emitted from
the Peterhead power station in the UK and sequester it in the Miller
oilﬁeld under the North Sea. As part of this project, experiments
were conducted at the GL Noble Denton Spadeadam test site and a
number of consultancies performed dispersion model predictions.
Some results from the MMI Engineering contribution to that project were published by Dixon and Hasson 2007 and Dixon et al.
2009. In the ﬁrst of their two papers, results were presented using the CFD code ANSYS-CFX, in which the solid CO2 particles in the
jet were modelled using a transported scalar to represent the
particle concentration. This approach was taken to avoid the
additional computing time associated with the alternative particletracking approach. However, one of its limitations was that in
calculating the heat and mass exchange between the particles and
the gas phase it was necessary to assume a constant particle
diameter. The CO2 gas distribution within the jet may have therefore been poorly predicted, since the sublimation rate increases as
the particle size decreases in the jet. In addition, the particle temperature was assumed to remain constant at the sublimation
temperature of 78  C, i.e. a “boiling” assumption was made. In
their second paper (Dixon et al., 2009), solid CO2 particles were
modelled using a Lagrangian particle-tracking approach. However,
the particles were still assumed to remain at a constant temperature of 78  C, whereas in reality the particle temperature is expected to fall in the jet, to perhaps as low as 100  C. In both of
their papers (Dixon and Hasson, 2007; Dixon et al., 2009), scales
were omitted on the axes of graphs showing the comparison of
model predictions against experiments, due to conﬁdentiality of
the experimental data.
E.ON have published a number of studies in support of their
proposed CCS programme (Mazzoldi et al., 2008a, 2008b, 2011; Hill
et al., 2011). The most relevant of these, for the present work, are by
Mazzoldi et al. (2011) and Hill et al. (2011), which considered atmospheric dispersion from pipelines and vessels. The former paper
compared simulations from the heavy gas model ALOHA to the CFD
model Fluidyn-Panache. Although the work focused on discharges
of dense-phase CO2 from a 100 bar release, only the gaseous stage
of the discharges were modelled. The bulk of the analysis consisted
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of comparisons between the two models, rather than validation
against experimental data.
Hill et al. (2011) presented CFD and Phast simulations of densephase CO2 releases from a 0.5 m diameter hole in a pipeline, located
at an elevation of 5 m above ﬂat ground. CFD simulations were
performed using the ANSYS-CFX code with a Lagrangian particletracking model for the solid CO2 particles. To examine the effect
of the particle size, Hill et al. (2011) performed simulations using
three different particle size distributions: from 10 to 50 mm, 50 to
100 mm and 50 to 150 mm. Simulations were also performed using
no solid CO2 particles. The results showed that sublimation of the
particles led to cooling of the CO2 plume, which affected its
dispersion behaviour, but the results were relatively insensitive to
the particle size. Predicted gas concentrations were lower using
Phast version 6.6 than with ANSYS-CFX, but there was no comparison of model predictions to experiments.
One of the differences between the ANSYS-CFX model used by
Hill et al. (2011) and that used in the present study is that Hill et al.
(2011) used a Lagrangian model that did not account for the effect
of turbulence on the dispersion of the solid CO2 particles. The
particle tracks were not spread throughout the plume but instead
followed closely the plume centreline. Ignoring turbulent dispersion effects can have a signiﬁcant inﬂuence on the model predictions, particularly the temperature. Turbulence has the effect of
bringing particles into contact with parts of the jet at a higher
temperature and lower CO2 concentration. This tends to increase
the rate of sublimation and increase the radius of the region cooled
by the sublimating particles.
DNV Software has produced several key papers on CO2 release
and dispersion modelling (Witlox et al., 2009, 2011, 2012). In the
ﬁrst of these, Witlox et al. (2009) described an extension to the
existing model in Phast version 6.53.1 to account for the effects of
solid CO2. The modiﬁcations consisted principally of changing the
way in which equilibrium conditions were calculated in the
expansion of CO2 to atmospheric pressure, to ensure that below the
triple point, conditions followed the sublimation curve in the phase
diagram. Furthermore, two-phase vapour/solid effects instead of
vapour/liquid effects were included downstream of the oriﬁce, after
the CO2 jet had depressurised to ambient pressure. Although the
revised model was validated against experimental data, the measurements were conﬁdential and were not reported. In the second
paper (Witlox, 2010), the results of a sensitivity analysis were reported for both liquid and supercritical CO2 releases from vessels
and pipes, using the revised Phast version 6.6 model. Again, no
experimental validation was presented due to data conﬁdentiality.
In more recent work (Witlox et al., 2012), results were ﬁnally
compared to experimental data that was made publicly available as
part of the CO2PipeTrans joint industry project.2 These experiments, which were originally funded by BP and Shell, consisted of
above-ground, horizontal releases of supercritical and liquid CO2,
using oriﬁce diameters from ¼00 to 100 diameter (6.5 mm to
25.4 mm). The measured ﬂow rates were predicted by Phast with
an error of less than 10% and the dispersion model predictions were
in good agreement with data (well within the factor-of-two criteria
often used to assess the performance of atmospheric dispersion
models).
The same Shell experiments were also modelled independently
by Shell and HSL using the Shell FRED integral dispersion model,
and two different CFD codes, OpenFOAM and ANSYS-CFX (Dixon
et al., 2012). Both FRED (Betteridge and Roy, 2010) and the OpenFOAM models assumed Homogeneous Equilibrium (HE) between
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the CO2 particles and the vapour phase, i.e. the particles and surrounding vapour shared the same temperature and velocity. The
ANSYS-CFX model, in contrast, used a Lagrangian particle-tracking
approach in which the temperature and velocity of the solids and
vapour could differ, depending upon the predicted rates of heat and
mass transfer between the two phases. All three models were
found to provide generally good predictions of the concentrations
along the centreline of the jets, although jet widths were slightly
better predicted by FRED than the two CFD models. The results
from the two CFD models were similar, despite the differences in
their underlying physical basis, which indicated that HE is a
reasonable approximation for unimpeded jet releases of that scale,
when the solid CO2 particle size is small.
TNO have undertaken various relevant studies as part of the
CATO23 and COCATE4 projects. In their early work, Hulsbosch-Dam
et al. (2011) compared CFD model predictions using Fluent to the
Phast and ANSYS-CFX dispersion model predictions previously
presented by Hill et al. (2011). Signiﬁcant differences were obtained
between the TNO Fluent and E.ON ANSYS-CFX results. Whilst Hill
et al. (2011) found that ANSYS-CFX predicted higher concentrations than Phast, Hulsbosch-Dam et al. (2011) found that Fluent
predicted lower values. This behaviour was attributed to differences in the implementation of neutral atmospheric boundary
layers and the solid CO2 particle size in the two CFD codes. Subsequently, Hulsbosch-Dam et al. (2012) developed a semi-empirical
model for the solid CO2 particle size distribution in CO2 jets, which
they validated using experimental data for CO2 and other superheated liquids. For initial pressures of between 40 bar and 100 bar,
and temperatures of between 10  C and 30  C, their model predicted the Sauter mean diameter of the CO2 particles to be between
1 mm and 20 mm. The authors noted that for horizontal CO2 jet
releases, such small particles would probably sublimate within the
jet, rather than rain-out, although some deposition of solid CO2
could occur if the jet impinged on a nearby surface.
The inﬂuence of the atmospheric boundary layer and terrain on
CO2 dispersion was investigated further at TNO by Mack and Spruijt
(2013a, 2013b), who ﬁrst validated their OpenFOAM CFD model
using data from the Hamburg wind tunnel dispersion experiments
and the ﬁeld-scale Desert Tortoise tests, taken from the REDIPHEM
database (Nielsen and Ott, 1995), before going on to simulate a
large-scale gaseous CO2 release over complex terrain. The results
from these ﬁnal simulations showed that differences in terrain
heights of 53 m (from the highest to the lowest point) had an
appreciable effect on the dispersion behaviour of the CO2 in low
wind speeds of 3 m/s, but only a minor inﬂuence in high wind
speeds of 12 m/s to 16 m/s. As part of the CATO2 project, DNV KEMA
and TNO have also recently performed a series of laboratory-based
dense-phase CO2 release experiments (Ahmad et al., 2013a, 2013b),
which should provide a useful dataset for future model validation.
The ongoing National Grid COOLTRANS project is probably the
most extensive of the current projects aimed at validating dispersion
models for dense-phase CO2 pipeline releases. As part of this project,
a comprehensive series of experiments has been conducted at
Spadeadam, which has included a series of up to 200 (50.8 mm)
diameter vent releases, 144 m long, 600 (150 mm) diameter shocktube releases, and both punctures and ruptures of buried pipelines
(Cooper, 2012). As part of this project, University College London
(UCL) has developed models for pipeline depressurization and
outﬂow (Mahgerefteh et al., 2012), the University of Leeds have
developed models for near-ﬁeld dispersion (Wareing et al., 2013)
and Kingston University have developed models for far-ﬁeld
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dispersion (Wen et al., 2013). The same models developed by UCL
and University of Leeds are used to provide upstream boundary
conditions for the simulations shown in the present paper. As part of
the COOLTRANS project, GL Noble Denton is also in the process of
developing a semi-empirical source model for releases from pipeline
craters (Cleaver et al., 2013) and HSL is preparing a model evaluation
protocol for dense-phase CO2 dispersion models (Gant, 2012).
At HSL, small-scale experiments are currently in progress to
examine the dispersion behaviour of gaseous and liquid CO2 releases under well-controlled laboratory conditions. Preliminary
results from these experiments have been presented by Pursell
(2012). In addition, Webber (2011) presented a methodology for
extending existing two-phase homogeneous equilibrium integral
models for ﬂashing jets to the three-phase case for CO2, and Gant
and Kelsey (2012) examined the effect of concentration ﬂuctuations in gaseous releases of CO2 on the toxic load. The sensitivity of
Phast model predictions to various input conditions for the case of a
horizontal dense-phase CO2 jet releases was examined by Gant
et al. (2013). In their study, seven model inputs were varied: the
vessel temperature and pressure, oriﬁce size, wind speed, humidity,
ground surface roughness and height of the release. The analysis
showed that the oriﬁce size and release height had the greatest
inﬂuence on the dispersion distance, across the particular range of
conditions that were tested.
In addition to the above research, dense-phase CO2 releases
continue to be studied for the CO2PipeTrans and COSHER5 projects.
The contribution of the present work to the ongoing research
effort in this ﬁeld is a validation study in which three different CO2
dispersion models are compared against experimental data produced recently as part of the EU-funded CO2PipeHaz project. The
key difference of this work, as compared to the previous studies, is
that the far-ﬁeld dispersion models tested here use very detailed
source conditions that are taken from solutions of the complex
near-ﬁeld ﬂow, which were produced by the University of Leeds
(Woolley et al., 2013). In the various studies reviewed above, integrated source conditions (i.e. simple top-hat shaped proﬁles) have
been used instead. In the analysis presented below, two different
techniques for coupling the near- and far-ﬁeld models are tested
and the strengths and weakness of different underlying model
assumptions are investigated.
3. Experimental arrangement
The apparatus that was used in the INERIS experiments is shown
in Fig. 1. Liquid CO2 was stored in an insulated 2 m3 vessel, mounted
on load cells that recorded the weight of the vessel to an accuracy of
±0.5 kg. The mass ﬂow rate from the vessel was calculated by
taking the time-derivative of the recorded mass, and this method
was estimated to have an accuracy of ±0.2 kg/s. The liquid take off
from the vessel was via a 50 mm diameter pipe with a total length
of 6.3 m (including the length of pipe both inside and outside the
vessel). This was ﬁtted with two balls valves: a manual isolation
valve and a remote-actuated control valve, which both offered very
low ﬂow resistance. Inside the vessel was a vertical rake of six Ktype thermocouples (with an accuracy of ±0.25  C), which were
located on the central axis of the vessel. An additional thermocouple was mounted within the oriﬁce plate at the end of the pipe.
KISTLER piezoresistive pressure transducers with an accuracy of
±0.1 bar were used to record the pressure inside the vessel. The
pressure was also measured at a position immediately upstream of
the oriﬁce using a KULITE transducer with an accuracy of ±3 bar.
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Fig. 1. INERIS experimental arrangement.

The CO2 was discharged into an open test pad with instruments
mounted on masts at various positions along the axis of the jet, as
shown in Fig. 2.
In total, 13 tests were conducted using this apparatus, which
were reported (in French) by Jamois et al. (2013). The present work
focuses on just two of them: Tests 2 and 8. In Test 2, the thermocouples were located along the axis of the CO2 jet at ﬁve locations
1 m apart, from 1 m to 5 m from the oriﬁce. Concentrations of CO2
were inferred from SERVOMEX paramagnetic oxygen sensors at
three positions along the axis of the jet, at 1 m, 3 m and 5 m from
the oriﬁce. A different arrangement of thermocouples was used in
the jet for Test 8, in which temperatures were recorded at various
different heights on six masts that were spaced apart along the axis
of the jet at distances of at 1 m, 2 m, 5 m, 10 m, 20 m and 37 m.
Thermocouples were also mounted on four masts arranged at
right-angles to the axis of the jet, to measure the width of the cloud
at a distance of 20 m from the oriﬁce. Oxygen concentrations were
measured along the axis of the jet on each of the six masts.
In both Tests 2 and 8, the thermocouples used to measure
temperatures in the plume had a diameter of 0.5 mm and a
response time of less than a second. Type K thermocouples were
selected for their sensitivity in the range of the observations, which
was better than other types of thermocouples with the exception of
Type T (which was not available in sheathed form with small diameters of 0.5 mm). The releases were also recorded on video using
both Infra-Red (IR) and visual cameras.
The estimated measurement uncertainty in the recorded CO2
concentrations, which were calculated from the oxygen sensor
data, was less than ±1% v/v CO2. It was shown by Jamois et al. (2013)
that these derived CO2 concentrations were within 1% v/v of the
concentrations inferred from the temperature data. However, to
determine concentrations from temperatures requires prior
knowledge of the CO2 liquid fraction at the oriﬁce e which was not
measured. The approach taken by Jamois et al. (2013) was to infer
the value of the liquid mass fraction from the temperature and
concentration data that were both measured at one position, and
then to use this value to calculate the concentrations elsewhere in
the jet. In the present paper, only the concentration data from the
oxygen cell measurements is shown.
The conditions present during Tests 2 and 8 are summarised in
Table 1. All of the tests were conducted in a local wind speed of less
than 0.1 m/s, in order to avoid the wind affecting the dispersion
behaviour of the CO2 cloud. Fig. 3 shows the measured pressures
and temperatures within the vessel and at the oriﬁce on the CO2
phase diagram. The rake of thermocouples in the experiments
indicated that there was a degree of thermal stratiﬁcation within
the vessel, with temperatures varying by around 8  C between the

Fig. 2. INERIS Test 8 showing the vapour cloud. The vertical column shown is at a
distance of 10 m downstream from the oriﬁce.

Table 1
Summary of experimental conditions.

Average vessel pressure (barg)
Average vessel temperature ( C)
Oriﬁce diameter (mm)
Height of release (m)
Ambient temperature ( C)
Ambient humidity (% RH)

Test 2

Test 8

26.8
9.6
6
1.5
1.0
90

60.9
5.9
25
1.5
4.0
95

highest and lowest sensors. The temperatures shown in Fig. 3 are
taken from the thermocouple closest to the pipe connection in the
vessel.
In Test 2, saturation conditions were present in the vessel and
the points shown on the phase diagram (Fig. 3) lie on the liquidevapour saturation curve. Unfortunately, the pressure transducer
at the oriﬁce failed in Test 2, but the dispersion results were
consistent with the CO2 being in a saturated liquid state in the pipe.
In Test 8, a higher initial pressure of around 76 bar was used and the
pressure and temperature measurements showed that liquid CO2
was released through the oriﬁce.
During the “steady” period of the release in Test 8, the pressure
in the vessel fell from 76 bar to 55 bar and the temperature at the
pipe inlet fell from 7  C to 5  C, over a 16 s period. Since the oriﬁce
diameter was much smaller in Test 2 (6 mm, instead of 25 mm in
Test 8), the pressure and temperature change was less signiﬁcant: a
modest reduction from 28 bar to 27 bar and 10  C to 9  C, over a
100 s period.
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Fig. 3. Measured conditions inside the vessel and the oriﬁce in INERIS Tests 2 and 8.

In order to specify the vessel conditions for the steady-state
Phast calculations presented later, the averaged vessel pressures
and temperatures shown in Table 1 have been used.

4. Dispersion models
4.1. DNV Phast
Phast is a hazard-assessment software package produced by
DNV Software for modelling atmospheric releases of ﬂammable or
toxic chemicals (Witlox and Oke, 2008, Witlox, 2010). It includes
methods for calculating discharge and dispersion, and toxic or
ﬂammable effects. A principal component of Phast is the Uniﬁed
Dispersion Model (UDM), which incorporates sub-models for twophase jets, heavy and passive dispersion, droplet rainout and pool
spreading/evaporation. The model can simulate both unpressurised
and pressurised releases, time-dependent releases (steady-state,
ﬁnite-duration, instantaneous or time-varying), buoyancy effects
(buoyant rising cloud, passive dispersion or heavy-gas-dispersion),
complex thermodynamic behaviour (multiple-phase or reacting
plumes), ground effects (soil or water, ﬂat terrain with uniform
surface roughness), and different atmospheric conditions (stable,
neutral or unstable).
In the present work, Phast version 6.7 was used, which is
described in the papers of Witlox et al. (2009, 2011, 2012). The
guidance provided in the Phast version 6.6 release notes on the
correct model conﬁguration for CO2 releases was followed. The
discharge model based on conservation of mass, momentum and
energy was used for the expansion from the oriﬁce to ambient
pressure (an option called “conservation of energy” in the Phast
user interface). For the ﬂow through the oriﬁce, the Phast model
was used that allows ﬂashing to take place, rather than the default
approach that assumes meta-stable liquid conditions, following the
recommendations of Witlox et al. (2012). The use of this ﬂashing
model was found to have a signiﬁcant effect on the results,
including a reduction in the mass ﬂow rate at the oriﬁce of more

than 50% in Test 2, compared to the meta-stable liquid model
prediction.
Phast cannot directly model the vessel, pipe and oriﬁce plate
conﬁguration in the INERIS experiments. The “line-rupture” release
model in Phast is only applicable for full-bore releases from short
pipes, not releases through oriﬁce plates at the end of short pipes.
Since the frictional losses along the pipes in the INERIS tests were
small compared to the losses through the oriﬁce, simulations were
performed using the Phast “vessel” model. The 6.3 m long length of
pipe was therefore ignored and the oriﬁce was instead assumed to
be on the side of the vessel itself.
In the dispersing jet of CO2, Phast's UDM assumes that the twophase ﬂow is in homogeneous equilibrium. Both Witlox et al.
(2012) and Dixon et al. (2012) have shown that this is a valid
approximation for free-jet releases of dense-phase CO2 through
oriﬁces of up to 200 (50.8 mm) diameter. Phast version 6.7 also assumes that the solid CO2 particles remain within the dispersing jet
and do not deposit on the ground. The previous work also
demonstrated this to be a valid approximation in free, unimpeded
jets.

4.2. ANSYS-CFX
The ANSYS-CFX dispersion model for two-phase CO2 releases
used a Lagrangian particle-tracking model to simulate the sublimating solid CO2 particles in the jet. The process of sublimation
was simulated using the standard droplet evaporation model in
ANSYS-CFX version 14 (2011), with suitable Antoine equation coefﬁcients for solid CO2 sublimation. Drag between the CO2 particles
and surrounding gas phase was calculated using the drag model of
Schiller and Naumann (1933) combined with the stochastic
dispersion model of Gosman and Ioannides (1981) to account for
turbulence effects. Heat transfer between the gas phase and solid
particles was modelled using the RanzeMarshall correlation (1952)
and turbulence effects in the gas phase are modelled using the
Shear-Stress Transport (SST) model of Menter (1994). These sub-
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models are all available in the standard version of ANSYS-CFX
version 14 (2011) and do not require user-coding.
To account for the effects of ambient humidity, the modelled gas
phase consisted of a mixture of three components: dry air, CO2 gas
and water vapour. Each of these three phases was treated as an
ideal gas. An additional dispersed-droplet Eulerian phase was used
to account for condensed water droplets, which were assumed to
have the same velocity as the surrounding gas phase. Source terms
in the continuity and energy equations were used to model the
process of water vapour condensation and evaporation. A similar
approach was used previously by Brown and Fletcher (2003) to
model atmospheric plumes from alumina reﬁnery calciner stacks.
The computational grids used with ANSYS-CFX in the present
work were unstructured, with tetrahedral cells clustered within the
jet and prism-shaped cells along the ground (see Fig. 4). Previous
tests (Dixon et al., 2012) showed that relatively ﬁne grids are
needed to resolve the sublimation process in two-phase CO2 jets
and therefore in excess of 0.6 million nodes were used in each of
the ANSYS-CFX simulations presented here. Tests were performed
using grids with roughly twice the number of nodes to conﬁrm that
the results were grid independent. A second-order accurate “high
resolution” numerical method was used for the convective terms in
both the momentum and turbulence model equations.
Source conditions for the CO2 jet were prescribed in the
ANSYS-CFX model at a location downstream from the oriﬁce
where the pressure had fallen to atmospheric pressure. Details of
these source conditions are given in Section 4.4. Entrainment
boundaries with no imposed wind speed were used on the
domain boundaries upstream and downstream of jet. For the
thermal boundary conditions, it was assumed that the stability of
the atmospheric boundary layer was neutral (Pasquill “D” class).
Previous work by Gant et al. (2013) has shown that dense-phase
CO2 jet dispersion behaviour is insensitive to the imposed wind
conditions, due to the dominance of the jet momentum, for CO2
concentrations down to 1% v/v (where the wind direction is coﬂowing with the jet).

4.3. FLACS
The two-phase CO2 dispersion model in the internal research
and development version of FLACS (GexCon, 2011) also used a
Lagrangian method for the solid CO2 particles (Ichard, 2012). The
governing equations solved for the continuous phase were the
compressible form of the Reynolds-averaged NaviereStokes
(RANS) equations, where turbulence was modelled using a standard k-ε model (Launder and Spalding, 1974; Hjertager, 1982). A
two-way coupling between the continuous gas-phase and the
dispersed particle-phase was established through source terms in
the mass, momentum and energy equations (Peirano et al., 2006).
In addition, particleeturbulence interaction was accounted for by
source terms in the turbulent kinetic energy and dissipation rate
equations (Mandø et al., 2009).
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A simpliﬁed form of the Maxey & Riley's (1983) original equation was used for the particle momentum equation, based on the
analysis of Armenio and Fiorotto (2001). Both the buoyancy force
and the drag force were included in the model, but the added-mass
force and the Basset history force were ignored, since both are
negligible when compared to the drag force (Armenio and Fiorotto,
2001). In addition, the pressure-gradient force term was also
omitted, since its inﬂuence is small for large particle-ﬂuid density
ratios (Armenio and Fiorotto, 2001). The instantaneous ﬂuid velocity seen by the particle, which is an unknown parameter in the
particle momentum equation, was modelled through stochastic
differential equations. A modiﬁed Langevin equation derived by
Minier and Peirano (2001) was used for this purpose.
Droplet vaporization was modelled by an inﬁnite liquid conductivity model (Aggarwal et al., 1984, 1995) with corrections to
account for convective effects (Abramzon and Sirignano, 1989).
Although it is not relevant for the present work, particle deposition
and interaction with obstacles can be accounted for in the FLACS
model (Crowe, 2006), but particleeparticle interactions such as
collisions, breakup and coalescence were not taken into account. In
addition, humidity effects were not considered in the present
version of the model.
The governing equations were solved on a staggered Cartesian
grid (see Fig. 4) using a ﬁnite volume method. The solver for both
the continuous and dispersed phases was second-order accurate. A
central-differencing scheme was used for the diffusive ﬂuxes, while
a hybrid scheme with weighting between upwind and centraldifferences was used for the convective ﬂuxes. Time-marching
was carried out using an implicit backward-Euler scheme and the
discretized equations were solved using a BICGStab iterative
method with the SIMPLE pressure correction algorithm (Versteeg
and Malalasekera, 2007). Further information concerning the
FLACS Lagrangian particle-tracking model and its validation can be
found in the PhD thesis of Ichard (2012).
The capabilities and limitations of FLACS for modelling vapour
dispersion were reviewed previously by Gant and Hoyes (2010).
This identiﬁed that one of the difﬁculties in using FLACS for
modelling jets was the use of a Cartesian grid, where cells cannot
easily be clustered together to reﬁne the shear layers on the jet
periphery. An overly coarse grid in these areas may lead to numerical diffusion, which tends to artiﬁcially increase the spreading
rate of the jet. Another consequence of this grid arrangement is that
high-aspect ratio cells are used in the far-ﬁeld. To minimise the
effects of numerical diffusion, in the present work each of the FLACS
simulations used around 0.5 million grid cells.

4.4. CFD model source conditions
Both the ANSYS-CFX and FLACS models employed the same
source conditions for the CO2 jet that were taken from University of
Leeds near-ﬁeld model outputs (Woolley et al., 2013). These conditions consisted of radial proﬁles of velocity, temperature, CO2

Fig. 4. Grid methodology in (a) FLACS: Cartesian structured mesh; (b) ANSYS-CFX: unstructured tetrahedral mesh.
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solid and gas concentration, turbulent kinetic energy (k) and turbulence dissipation rate (ε), at a plane located at ten oriﬁce diameters downstream from the actual oriﬁce. This location was
chosen since the jet has expanded to reach atmospheric pressure at
this point.
The University of Leeds near-ﬁeld dispersion model used inlet
boundary conditions taken from pipe outﬂow model predictions
produced by UCL, which consisted of the velocity, liquid mass
fraction and temperature of the CO2 at the oriﬁce. Further details of
the UCL modelling approach can be found in the paper by Brown
et al. (2013).
Two different approaches were tested to interface the University
of Leeds near-ﬁeld model results and the far-ﬁeld dispersion
models. In the ﬁrst approach (used with both ANSYS-CFX and
FLACS), the axisymmetric radial proﬁles shown in Fig. 5 were used,
where the velocity, temperature, CO2 solid and gas concentration, k
and ε varied across the radius of the jet. The same velocity ﬁeld was

used for the gaseous and particulate phases. This approach was
complex to implement and involved specifying more than a hundred separate annulus-shaped injection locations for the gaseous
and particulate phases in ANSYS-CFX. In the FLACS model, a coarser
resolution of the inlet proﬁles was used which involved 49 separate
point leaks across the source area, with just ﬁve points across the
jet radius. A large number of Lagrangian particles were needed with
both codes. For the ANSYS-CFX model, 500 Lagrangian particles
were injected at each annulus, giving rise to a total particle count of
86,000 in Test 2 and 56,000 in Test 8. Since FLACS used a transient
solver, particles were injected continuously at each time-step until
a steady solution was obtained. For Test 2, this meant that around
2.5 million particles were injected over the 4 s duration of the
modelled release (125 particles per time-step) and 2.3 million
particles in Test 8 over the 15 s release. One of the issues in running
simulations on a standard desktop computer with such a high
particle count is the computer memory requirements.

Fig. 5. Inlet proﬁles used by the CFD models for INERIS Tests 2 (left) and 8 (right): e University of Leeds near-ﬁeld model results; - -: averaged (top hat) proﬁles.
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The second approach for modelling the CO2 source conditions
(tested only with ANSYS-CFX) used the averaged (top-hat shaped)
proﬁles shown in Fig. 5. These simpler source conditions were
derived from the radial proﬁles by integrating across the source
area whilst conserving mass, momentum and volume ﬂux. The
mean velocity was calculated from the ratio of the integrated momentum ﬂux to the integrated mass ﬂux, and the source area from
the ratio of the integrated volume ﬂux to the mean velocity. It was
assumed that as the jet depressurizes, the conditions followed the
liquidevapour and then solid-vapour saturation curves in the
pressure-temperature phase diagram (Fig. 3). The temperature was
then determined from the averaged CO2 partial pressure. For the
turbulence conditions, k was speciﬁed assuming a turbulence intensity of 10%, and ε from assuming a turbulence length scale equal
to 7% of the source diameter. These conditions are typical of the
turbulence levels in jets (see, for example, Versteeg and
Malalasekera, 2007). This approach of using 10% turbulence intensity and 7% diameter for the length scale was also used in the
previous work of Dixon et al. (2012).
In the ANSYS-CFX model with the averaged source conditions, a
total of 10,000 Lagrangian particles were injected at the source. This
choice of particle count was based on previous work by Dixon et al.
(2012) that showed it to be sufﬁcient to produce results that were
independent of the particle count.
The University of Leeds near-ﬁeld model outputs did not include
predictions of the CO2 particle size, which is an important input for
Lagrangian dispersion models. The size of the solid CO2 particles
produced by dense-phase CO2 releases is uncertain, and it cannot
be measured reliably in large-scale releases. Previous work has
shown that dispersion models that assume homogeneous equilibrium provide reasonably good predictions of temperatures and
concentrations in dense-phase CO2 jets (Witlox et al., 2012; Dixon
et al., 2012). Kukkonen et al. (1993) also showed that homogeneous equilibrium was a reasonable approximation for ﬂashing jet
releases of ammonia.
Homogeneous equilibrium models assume that the particles
have the same temperature and velocity as the surrounding gas
phase, which implies that the particles must be very small. Analysis
of CO2 particle sizes by Hulsbosch-Dam et al. (2012) suggested that
the initial CO2 particle diameter once the jet has expanded to atmospheric pressure should be in the range 1e20 mm.
In the ANSYS-CFX model, the CO2 particles were assigned an
initial uniform diameter of 20 mm at the inlet plane, and their
diameter decreased downstream as the particles sublimated within
the CO2 jet, until they had reached a cut-off diameter of 0.01 mm,
where they were assumed to have sublimated completely and were
no longer tracked. A sensitivity test, using a smaller initial particle
diameter of 5 mm, produced practically identical dispersion results.

Fig. 6. Temperature along the centreline of the jet in INERIS Test 2.
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In FLACS, the particle size was speciﬁed at the inlet plane in Test
2 using a log-normal distribution with a Sauter mean diameter of
7 mm, whilst in Test 8 a uniform particle diameter of either 10 mm or
20 mm was used. For the Test 8 simulations using 10 mm particles,
numerical instability issues were encountered that meant that 4%
of the mass of the solid CO2 was not accounted for in the
simulations.
5. Results
5.1. INERIS Test 2
The predicted temperature and concentration along the centreline of the jet for Test 2 are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Model predictions are shown from Phast, ANSYS-CFX and FLACS, with two
results shown from ANSYS-CFX, using either the radial inlet proﬁles
from the University of Leeds model or the averaged top-hat shaped
proﬁles (see Fig. 5). The experimental values are taken from averaging conditions over 100 s during the steady period of the release
(which lasted around 130 s in total), when the temperatures and
concentrations remained fairly constant (with the exception of the
temperature at the mast nearest to the oriﬁce e as discussed
below).
All of the models predicted temperatures below the experimental measurements, with the exception of the measurement
position nearest to the oriﬁce (see Fig. 6). At the four positions
further downstream, between 2 m and 5 m, the Phast results were
around 10  C lower than the measurements, whilst the FLACS and
ANSYS-CFX temperatures were 20  C to 30  C lower. The higher
temperatures in the case of Phast may be due to its discharge model
predicting a lower mass release rate as compared to that used in the
CFD models. Phast predicted a total (gas plus solid) CO2 mass
release rate of 0.54 kg/s, compared to 0.70 kg/s for the CFD models
(from the UCL outﬂow model, see Brown et al., 2013). The measured
release rate was 0.78 kg/s ± 0.2 kg/s.
The sharp change in the slope of the Phast temperature curve in
Fig. 6 was due to the model's treatment of the sublimating CO2
particles. From the oriﬁce up to a distance of around 1.1 m, the
model predicted progressively lower temperatures as air was
entrained into the jet and the CO2 particles sublimated. The temperature followed the saturation curve in the phase diagram (Fig. 3)
as the partial pressure of CO2 decreased. At a distance of around
1.1 m, all of the particles had sublimated and further downstream
from there, as air was entrained into the gaseous CO2 jet it caused
the temperature to rise until eventually it reached the ambient
temperature.
All of the models predicted higher temperatures than were
measured at the ﬁrst mast. The measurement here was probably

Fig. 7. CO2 gas concentration along the centreline of the jet in INERIS Test 2.
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unreliable since at times it recorded temperatures as low
as 180  C. It is difﬁcult therefore to draw any conclusions from this
particular result, except to conclude that both models and measurements obtained temperatures close to the oriﬁce that were
lower than the sublimation temperature at atmospheric pressure
of 78  C.
The FLACS predictions differed from ANSYS-CFX, despite both
models using the same inlet proﬁles and both models being based
on the same underlying principle of Lagrangian particle tracking. In
the near-ﬁeld, the FLACS temperatures reached a minimum temperature of 92  C, compared to 83  C with ANSYS-CFX. One
possible explanation for this behaviour is the smaller CO2 particle
size in the FLACS model, which used a Sauter mean diameter of
7 mm. However, tests conducted with ANSYS-CFX showed that it
produced practically identical results using an initial particle
diameter of 5 mm instead of 20 mm. Another potential reason for the
lower temperature with FLACS is the use of a Cartesian grid which
may have under-resolved the shear layers on the edge of the
expanding jet. This could have led to numerical diffusion effects,
which would artiﬁcially increase the jet spreading rate, leading to
higher entrainment rates and lower temperatures. However, a
relatively ﬁne grid of around 0.5 million cells was used in the FLACS
simulations, so these effects should be small. A more likely explanation is the resolution of the source proﬁles. FLACS used just 5
points across the source radius, whereas ANSYS-CFX used around
47 cells and 172 separate particle injection locations across the
source radius to resolve the proﬁles shown in Fig. 5.
Further downstream in the jet, at around 8 m from the oriﬁce,
the FLACS temperature started to fall from a maximum of 8  C,
rather than continue to rise to the ambient temperature of 1  C.
The cause of this behaviour may relate to the proximity of the CFD
domain outﬂow boundary, the use of zero wind speed conditions or
the transient simulation process.
The temperature at the inlet plane was 89  C with the version
of the ANSYS-CFX model that used the averaged University of Leeds
proﬁles. This low temperature was due to the way in which the
averaged source conditions were calculated. The inlet plane was
located at a distance of ten oriﬁce diameters downstream from the
oriﬁce and the near-ﬁeld model predictions from the University of
Leeds showed that some air was entrained into the jet within this

Fig. 8. Contours of predicted temperature for INERIS Test 2 using ANSYS-CFX with the
full University of Leeds inlet proﬁles (top) and averaged inlet proﬁles (bottom). Coloured circles show the experimental values. (For interpretation of the references to
colour in this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

near-ﬁeld region. The resulting average CO2 vapour pressure was
56 kPa and, in order to maintain solid-vapour equilibrium, this
implied an average temperature of 89  C.
The Phast predictions of concentration (Fig. 7) were generally
within 1% v/v of the ANSYS-CFX values. Close to the oriﬁce, however, the ANSYS-CFX model using the averaged source conditions
predicted concentrations that were around 2% v/v higher than
Phast's. Both the Phast and ANSYS-CFX model predictions were
around 3e5 % v/v higher than the measured values at the three
measurement positions. This difference is signiﬁcant, as it is comparable to the Immediately Dangerous to Life and Health (IDLH)
concentration for CO2 of 4% v/v (NIOSH, 1995). From a hazardassessment perspective, the models predicted conservative concentrations and if the maximum extent of the hazardous cloud is
taken to be where the concentration is equal to the IDLH value, the
models predict the hazard range to extend approximately twice as
far as was measured (6 m as compared to 3 m).
FLACS predicted concentrations that were up to 2% v/v higher
than Phast and ANSYS-CFX in the region between 1 m and 4 m from
the oriﬁce. However, at a distance of 5 m, where the concentrations
approached the IDLH value, the model predictions were all in close
agreement with each other (within 1% v/v).
In terms of the source term treatment in the ANSYS-CFX model,
the use of averaged rather than complex radial proﬁles had a
relatively modest effect in Test 2. Fig. 8 shows the predicted temperature ﬁeld using the two different source conditions and the two
results here appear similar in terms of the spreading rate of the jet
and the shape of the temperature contours.

5.2. INERIS Test 8
In Test 8, temperature measurements were made at the four
masts nearest the oriﬁce using ﬁve thermocouples on each mast,
which were arranged vertically through the jet. In the 16 s release
period, measurements on the two masts nearest to the oriﬁce
indicated that the jet width changed over time. To illustrate this,
the temperatures from the mast at 2 m are shown in Fig. 9. In the
ﬁrst 5 s of the release, the CO2 jet was wide and the thermocouples
0.4 m above and below the centreline registered temperatures of
around 65  C. Shortly thereafter, the jet narrowed and the same
thermocouples registered temperatures of only around 5  C in the
period between 10 s and 15 s. The initial behaviour in the ﬁrst 5 s is
thought to result from pressure transients produced by opening the
valves and the establishment of the jet. The mean temperatures
shown in the subsequent plots (Figs. 10 and 12) have therefore been
produced by averaging the later “steady” period of the release between 10 s and 15 s. Solid square symbols are used for the mean

Fig. 9. Temperatures recorded in INERIS Test 8 on Mast 2 at ﬁve different vertical
locations 0.2 m apart, from 0.4 m below the jet centreline to 0.4 m above.
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Fig. 13. Contours of predicted temperature for INERIS Test 8 using ANSYS-CFX with the
full University of Leeds inlet proﬁles (top) and averaged inlet proﬁles (bottom). Coloured circles show the experimental values on the masts located at 1 m, 2 m, 5 m,
10 m, 20 m and 37 m from the oriﬁce. (For interpretation of the references to colour in
this ﬁgure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 10. Temperature along the centreline of the jet in INERIS Test 8.

Fig. 11. CO2 gas concentration along the centreline of the jet in INERIS Test 8.

Fig. 12. Vertical proﬁles of temperature 5 m downstream from the oriﬁce for INERIS
Test 8.

temperature and an error bar is used to show the minimum temperature recorded during the earlier part of the release.
Regarding the oxygen cell measurements, the ﬁrst two masts
nearest the oriﬁce produced unreliable measurements due to the
low temperatures and high velocity ﬂow. At the remaining masts,
the concentrations showed a similar trend to the temperatures,
with slightly higher initial CO2 concentrations decreasing over time
to reach a lower plateau. The mean concentrations shown in the
model comparisons (Fig. 11) are the averaged values during the

later, steady period of the release, and an error bar is used to show
the maximum concentration recorded at earlier times.
The predicted temperatures and concentrations along the centreline of the jet are compared to the measurements in Figs. 10 and
11. The models produced a wide range of predicted temperatures.
For example, at 10 m downstream from the oriﬁce, the FLACS model
with 20 mm particles predicted a temperature of 73  C whereas
the ANSYS-CFX model with the full radial jet inlet proﬁles predicted
a temperature of only 10  C. The differences are less signiﬁcant in
terms of CO2 concentration, but the disparity between minimum
and maximum predictions is still around 8% v/v (i.e. twice the
IDLH). The FLACS model using the same inlet proﬁles and particle
size as the ANSYS-CFX model consistently produced between 3 and
7% vol/vol higher concentrations.
The Phast model and the ANSYS-CFX model using the averaged
source conditions produced predictions in close agreement with
each other, but consistently under-predicted the temperatures by
up to 20  C and over-predicted the concentrations by up to 8% v/v.
The ANSYS-CFX predictions with the University of Leeds inlet
proﬁles show the best agreement with the mean concentrations of
all the different models, but still over-predicted the temperatures
by up to 35  C at all but the ﬁrst measurement position.
The fact that the ANSYS-CFX model is sensitive to the choice of
inlet boundary conditions is at odds with the behaviour observed in
the previous Test 2 results. To investigate whether it resulted from
the inlet turbulence levels, a simulation was performed using the
University of Leeds inlet proﬁles for all parameters except k and ε,
for which the averaged top-hat shaped proﬁles were used. The
results from this test are not shown, but they did not exhibit a
signiﬁcant change in behaviour from the results using the full radial
proﬁles for k and ε, so it seems unlikely that the initial turbulence
levels were responsible for producing overly high levels of
entrainment.
The reason for the differences in model behaviour using the two
inlet proﬁles appears to have been related to the behaviour of the
solid CO2 particles, which sublimated more slowly with the averaged source conditions (Fig. 14). Using the averaged source conditions, the particles released across the source were in equilibrium
with the surrounding vapour. The source temperature and CO2
vapour concentration was such that particles could not sublimate
until air had been entrained into the jet. In contrast, with the
University of Leeds radial inlet proﬁles, the concentration and
temperature varied across the width of the jet and released particles (whose trajectory was perturbed by turbulent dispersion) soon
encountered regions of the ﬂow where they could rapidly
sublimate.
The FLACS predictions showed a signiﬁcant sensitivity to the
size of the solid CO2 particles. Using an initial particle diameter of
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Fig. 14. Solid CO2 particle trajectories coloured according to the particle temperature
in INERIS Test 8 using ANSYS-CFX with the full University of Leeds inlet proﬁles (top)
and averaged inlet proﬁles (bottom). Black symbols show the location for the thermocouples used in the experiments, located at 2 m, 5 m and 10 m from the oriﬁce.

20 mm produced temperatures around 35  C lower than those
predicted using 10 mm particles at a distance of 10 m. These differences persisted into the far-ﬁeld and even at 40 m downstream,
there were still differences of around 12  C. This behaviour was not
observed with the ANSYS-CFX model, which produced practically
identical results using either 20 mm or 5 mm particles. Such a high
sensitivity to the particle size is in contrast to the previous trends
observed by Hill et al. (2011) and Kukkonen et al. (1993). One
possible explanation is that the numerical instability problems that
were encountered in the simulations with 10 mm particles, which
meant that 4% of the solid CO2 mass was not accounted for by the
model, produced a signiﬁcant effect on the temperatures and
concentrations.
Fig. 12 shows that the differences between the two FLACS results
persisted across the width of the jet. The graph also shows that both
the 10 mm and 20 mm FLACS models predicted the jet to spread
more rapidly than the ANSYS-CFX and Phast predictions. The jet
therefore reached the ground sooner, which led to a reduction in
the air entrainment rate into the jet. This may explain the concentration behaviour shown in Fig. 11, where the slope of the two
FLACS curves decreases at a distance of around 20 m, due to the
reduced entrainment.
5.3. Discussion
The performance of the dispersion models presented above for
the INERIS Tests 2 and 8 (Figs. 6e14) is generally poorer than that
observed previously in other dense-phase CO2 jet validation studies
by Witlox et al. (2012) and Dixon et al. (2012). In the Dixon et al.
(2012) study, the ANSYS-CFX model predictions were mostly
within 1e2 % vol/vol of the CO2 concentration measurements, and
within 5  C of the measured temperatures. Despite using the same
model, in the present work these differences were between 3 and
5% vol/vol in CO2 concentration and 5e35  C in temperature.
There are two main differences between the Dixon et al. (2012)
work and the present study. Firstly, the way in which the jet inlet
boundary conditions in the ANSYS-CFX model were speciﬁed was
different. In the Dixon et al. (2012) work, the boundary conditions
were speciﬁed using averaged (top-hat shaped) proﬁles produced
by an integral model for outﬂow and jet expansion (the Shell FRED
model, Betteridge and Roy, 2010), instead of the near-ﬁeld model of

University of Leeds (Woolley et al., 2013). The FRED model makes a
number of assumptions concerning conservation of mass, momentum and energy, and assumes homogeneous equilibrium between the two phases, whilst the University of Leeds model solves
the axisymmetric, compressible Reynolds-averaged NaviereStokes
equations and allows for a degree of phase slip. Although this
choice of inlet boundary conditions clearly has an effect (as
demonstrated by the marked difference in results when the University of Leeds source proﬁles were averaged), this probably does
not explain all of the differences.
The second potential reason for the differences relates to the
experimental arrangements. In the Shell experiments studied by
Dixon et al. (2012), the liquid CO2 was contained in a 2400 diameter
vessel with a volume of 6.3 m3, which was connected at one end to
an inclined pipe ﬁlled with liquid CO2 at the same conditions as
within the vessel. The inlet to this inclined pipe was then connected
to a nitrogen reservoir at a constant supply pressure, in order to
produce a steady discharge from the oriﬁce. Pressures upstream of
the oriﬁce were maintained at around 145 barg and 127 barg in the
two free-jet releases examined by Dixon et al. (2012) (Shell Tests 3
and 5), which used oriﬁce diameters of ½00 (12.7 mm) and 100
(25.4 mm), respectively. In contrast, in the INERIS experiments, a
smaller, isolated 2 m3 vessel was used to contain the liquid CO2 and
in Test 8 the pressure fell from 76 bar to 55 bar over the 16 s release
period.
As the vessel pressure falls, the velocity of the CO2 jet would
decrease and therefore the rate of air entrainment into the jet
should also decrease. These effects can balance each other out and
result in the concentrations far downstream in the jet remaining
relatively unaffected (Gant et al., 2013). However, closer to the
oriﬁce, in the region where the measurements were undertaken,
the change in CO2 mass ﬂow rate and the proportion of solid CO2
over time may have affected the temperature and concentration
measurements.
Another difference between the Shell and INERIS experiments
relates to the interpretation of the measurement data. In the Shell
experiments, the oxygen cells were found to have been adversely
affected by low temperatures in the jet, and therefore the concentrations used in the model validation study were taken from
measurements in the early period of the release, when the oxygen
concentration was at its minimum (corresponding to the peak CO2
concentration). This matter was discussed by both Witlox et al.
(2012) and Dixon et al. (2012). In the INERIS tests, however, the
peak in CO2 concentrations was considered to result from initial
transient behaviour (before the jet had become fully established)
and the mean concentrations at a later time were used instead. To
provide an indication of the difference between the peak and mean
values in the INERIS tests, the peak concentrations are shown using
error bars in Fig. 11. Depending upon whether the peak or the mean
is taken as the true experimental value, the agreement with various
models is different.
To investigate this matter further and provide more precise
comparisons of models and measurements, one option would be to
perform transient simulations of INERIS Test 8, in order resolve the
time-varying behaviour. However, given the computing time and
difﬁculty in interfacing near-ﬁeld and far-ﬁeld models, this
approach has not yet been pursued.
6. Conclusions
Dispersion model predictions from Phast, FLACS and ANSYS-CFX
have been compared to measurements from two dense-phase CO2
jet release experiments conducted by INERIS, as part of the EUfunded CO2PipeHaz project. The ﬁrst experiment involved a saturated liquid CO2 release through a 6 mm oriﬁce and the second a
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pressurized liquid release from an initial pressure of 76 bar through
a 25 mm oriﬁce. In both cases, the FLACS and ANSYS-CFX models
used inlet boundary conditions for the expanded CO2 jet that were
taken from a sophisticated near-ﬁeld CFD model produced by the
University of Leeds. Two different ways of interfacing this near-ﬁeld
model to the ANSYS-CFX far-ﬁeld dispersion model were tested.
Overall, the predicted concentrations from the various models
were in reasonable agreement with the measurements, but
generally in poorer agreement than has been reported previously
for similar dispersion models in other dense-phase CO2 release
experiments. In the ﬁrst experiment (INERIS Test 2), all of the
models consistently over-predicted the CO2 concentrations by between 3 and 7% vol/vol. As a result, the distance from the oriﬁce to
the point where the CO2 concentration fell to the IDLH value of 4%
vol/vol was over-predicted by a factor of two.
In the second experiment with a larger oriﬁce, a wide range of
predictions were obtained using the different models. The ANSYSCFX model was sensitive to the way in which the source conditions
were speciﬁed (using either radial proﬁles from the University of
Leeds model or averaged, top-hat shaped proﬁles). The FLACS
model also showed signiﬁcant sensitivity to the initial solid CO2
particle size, producing different results with 10 mm or 20 mm
particles, whereas the ANSYS-CFX model showed no sensitivity to
the particle size within this range. Comparing the two model predictions to each other, FLACS consistently predicted concentrations
of between 3 and 7% vol/vol higher than ANSYS-CFX, despite both
models using the same inlet proﬁles and particle size, and both
being based on Lagrangian particle tracking. The cause of this may
be related to differences in the resolution of the CO2 jet source and
the computational grid, but further work is needed to investigate
this. Phast produced similar results to the ANSYS-CFX model that
used averaged top-hat inlet proﬁles, i.e. it consistently underpredicted the centreline temperatures by up to 20  C and overpredicted the centreline concentrations by up to 8% v/v.
Whilst the ANSYS-CFX model with the radial jet inlet proﬁles
from the University of Leeds model produced the best predictions
of concentration in the second test, it produced fairly poor temperature predictions. The difﬁculties in interpreting these results
were discussed, and it was noted that the experiments exhibited
some time-varying behaviour, perhaps related to the pressure
falling from 76 bar to 55 bar over the 16 s release period. The
dispersion models, on the other hand, assumed jet inlet boundary
conditions that remained unchanged over time.
One of the objectives of the present study was to investigate
whether far-ﬁeld CO2 dispersion model predictions could be
improved by using inlet proﬁles from the University of Leeds model
that simulates the complex multi-phase, compressible jet behaviour close to the release point. Due to the inconsistencies in
different far-ﬁeld model predictions and difﬁculties in interpreting
the measurements (particularly in the second test), further work is
needed before deﬁnitive conclusions can be made on the merits of
this approach. This should include a more thorough investigation of
the causes of the differences between FLACS and ANSYS-CFX and
examination of other experiments. Whilst the present work has
focused on free-jet releases of dense-phase CO2, more complex
scenarios should also be examined in the future, such as releases
from buried pipelines and impinging jets in congested and/or
conﬁned spaces.
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